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Deluxe Cruises in

CROATIA
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Our ExpairTours Cruises
Discover the most beautiful places of the Croatian coast
on board of our charming boats.

The best way to discover most of what the Adriatic coast has
to offer is to travel from island to island, every stopover having
its own highlight; small isolated ports, spotless creeks, finding
yourselves in the heart of Croatian towns most of which are
classified in the UNESCO world heritage and moreover, drop
the anchor for the night. .
Our boats offer personalised service with a welcoming
crew, always open to your every needs. Well-equipped and
comfortable cabins, excellent food in a cosy atmosphere.
The size of our boats allow each passenger to have some
intimacy while it also creates a cosy and family-like
environment.

The homely atmosphere is amplified by the crew.In fact, the
captain and the crew members all come from sailor families
who respect, know and love the sea. They will do everything
to share their love for the country and its sea with you. The
boats are separated into 3 groups: Deluxe, Luxury and Superior. The fleet is made up of recently built boats to guarantee
an unforgettable journey across the Adriatic Islands.
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CRUISES : LIFE ON BOARD
Range of boats

Excursions

Although all boats are built recently, they are divided
into 3 groups: Deluxe, Luxury and Superior. Based on
the level of comfort, amenities and extras such as drinks
and service.

Croatia is a beautiful country with lovely cities classified
in the UNESCO heritage list, unique islands, each with
their own personality and history. Although a city tour
with a local guide is included in the price, some optional
activities don’t have free entry, giving clients the opportunity to discover some places at their own pace. We
suggest you check the included/non included section of
each cruise.

Cabin types
The cabins are usually divided into decks: inferior deck,
main deck and/or superior deck. Inferior deck; its cabins
are slightly cheaper with two portholes and air conditionning. Most of the inferior deck cabins are also the largest,
the coolest and calmest. They are accessed by a staircase from the main deck. Main deck cabins are usually
equipped with a window and a porthole in the bathroom,
their access is easy (and they have a beautiful view).
All cabins have double beds or twin beds, a private
bathroom with a shower and toilet. Some cabins have
an extra bed. Wi-Fi is available in the shared areas of
the boat.

On a daily basis
The boats usually leave the port in the morning during
breakfast. Depending on the weather forecast the first
swim stop usually takes place before lunch and the second,
in the afternoon, before arriving at destination. When
arriving, passengers may take part in the town tour given
by a local tour guide. Evenings are activity free and allow
everyone to taste some local restaurant and food. The
boats are usually anchored in ports very close to the city.

Meals on board
The cruise is a half-board formula: Breakfast served as a
buffet and lunch is freshly cooked and served in a 3 dish
menu. The food on board is a mix of international as well
as Mediterranean and Croatian food. Our chef will do
his best to respect each and everyone’s diets, if it was
mentioned in the booking. We encourage our clients to
stroll through the city at night and taste the local food. The
cruise directors are always open to questions and can
suggest you good restaurants.

Drinks
Drinks (1/4 wine, ½ water and coffee) are included in
the meals on most of our ships. A bar is available and
serves beer, wine, spirits and soft drinks. All drinks bought
on board can be paid cash at the end of the stay. Drinks
bought on mainland are not allowed on the ships.

Dress code
The dress code during the entire journey is relaxed
and comfortable. Make sure you pack a jumper for
October and May, which may sometimes be a little
cooler. As for the Summer, we suggest you take sun
cream and sunglasses. We highly recommend a pair of
hiking shoes to explore islands towns and National Parks.

Nationalities on board
The boats have a capacity of 36 up to 40 people.
Most from Belgium but also from the UK, Australia,
Canada etc... Families, couples, children and seniors are
welcome. The Young and Fun cruises offer more nightlife
to our younger clients.

Languages on board
Generally speaking, English is used on board but some
cruise directors speak Dutch and French as well. For more
information on the language spoken on your cruise, feel
free to contact us.

Limited mobility
All sorts of clients are welcome on board but a warning
to the ones with limited mobility. The crew will do their
best to help you get on board, but it is important to know
that most of the boats berth one next to another, clients
sometimes have to pass several boats to get to theirs,
and platforms are put in place between each boat. We
encourage you to contact our team while booking.

Private Boats
A boat can be privatized from a group of 30 people on.
Several themed cruises can be offered; one way cruises,
gay, bike, cultural …
Don’t hesitate to send us your request, our team will be
happy answer in the shortest delay
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M/S AVANTURA 5*+

new in 2019

Deluxe Boat
Construction year :
Ship’s hull :
Lenght :
Widht :
Operating draught :
Weight :
Motor :
Generators :
Maximum speed :
Cruise speed :
Tank :
Water tank :
Cabins/Maximum capacity :
Crew members :

The boat is 50m long and 8,80 m large with 6-8 crew
members. It has a capacity of up to 40 people with 19
exquisite cabins.
There are 8 standard cabins (15-17m2) and 11
main deck cabins (14-17m2). All have double beds
(200x180cm) or twin beds (200x90cm), a shower and
a toilet, built in air-conditioning, a desk and a chair, a
safe, a hairdryer, life jackets, a fire alarm, storage and
220V plugs.
Several triple cabins are available only as standard
cabins. The standard cabins have 2 portholes; 1 in
the cabin and 1 in the bathroom, superior cabins
have 2 windows; 1 in the cabin and 1 porthole in the
bathroom.

The boat has several shared spaces such as a living/
dining room (120m2) with big tables, panoramic
windows, a lounge, a bar and a LCD television. Plus,
an outdoor terrace (90m2) with sofas, armchairs and
tables. The outdoor terrace has its own removable
tarpaulin for windy days. 1 top deck sun terrace
(350m2) with sunbeds, a small pool (4,20m x 2m) and
part of the terrace is in the shade.
At the back of the boat you will find a platform equipped
with two ladders and two outdoor showers used during
swim stops. The decks have at least 1 public toilet. Wi-Fi
on board is free of charge.

April 2019
Steel
50,00 m
8,80 m
2,70m
/
2xMAN
3
11 knots
8,5 knots
12m³
60m³
19/40
6-8

Deck Cab nr
Main 19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9

Cabin type
DOUBLE OR TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM OUTSIDE)
DOUBLE OR TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
DOUBLE OR TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
DOUBLE OR TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
DOUBLE OR TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
DOUBLE (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
DOUBLE OR TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM OUTSIDE)
DOUBLE (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
DOUBLE (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)

Lower 8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

DOUBLE + EXTRA BED
DOUBLE + EXTRA BED
DOUBLE OR TWIN
DOUBLE OR TWIN
DOUBLE
TWIN
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
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M/S ADRIS 5*+

Deluxe Boat
Construction year :
Ship’s hull :
Length :
Width :
Operating draught :
Weight :
Motor :
Generators :
Maximum speed :
Cruise speed :
Tank :
Water tank :
Cabins/Maximum capacity :
Crew members :

The boat is 50m long and 8,80 m large with 9 crew
members. It has a capacity of up to 40 people with 19
exquisite cabins.
There are 8 standard cabins (15-17m2) and 11
main deck cabins (14-17m2). All have double beds
(200x180cm) or twin beds (200x90cm), a shower and
a toilet, built in air-conditioning, a desk and a chair, a
safe, a hairdryer, life jackets, a fire alarm, storage and
220V plugs.
Several triple cabins are available only as standard
cabins. The standard cabins have 2 portholes; 1 in
the cabin and 1 in the bathroom, superior cabins
have 2 windows; 1 in the cabin and 1 porthole in the
bathroom.

The boat has several shared spaces such as a living/
dining room (120m2) with big tables, panoramic
windows, a lounge, a bar and a LCD television. Plus,
an outdoor terrace (90m2) with sofas, armchairs and
tables. The outdoor terrace has its own removable
tarpaulin for windy days. 1 top deck sun terrace
(350m2) with sunbeds, a small pool (4m x 2m) and part
of the terrace is in the shade.
At the back of the boat you will find a platform equipped
with two ladders and two outdoor showers used during
swim stops. The decks have at least 1 public toilet. Wi-Fi
on board is free of charge.

April 2017
Steel
50,00 m
8,80 m
2,70m
/
2xMAN
3
11 knots
8,5 knots
12m³
60m³
19/40
6-8

Deck Cab nr
Main 19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9

Cabin type
DOUBLE OR TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM OUTSIDE)
DOUBLE OR TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
DOUBLE OR TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
DOUBLE OR TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
DOUBLE OR TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
DOUBLE (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
DOUBLE OR TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM OUTSIDE)
DOUBLE (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
TWIN (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)
DOUBLE (ENTRANCE FROM INSIDE)

Lower 8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

DOUBLE + EXTRA BED
DOUBLE + EXTRA BED
DOUBLE OR TWIN
DOUBLE OR TWIN
DOUBLE
TWIN
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
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M/S APOLON 5*+

Deluxe Boat
Construction year :
Ship’s hull :
Length :
Width :
Operating draught :
Weight :
Motor :
Generators :
Maximum speed :
Cruise speed :
Tank :
Water tank :
Cabins/Maximum capacity :
Crew members :
Deck
Main

The boat is 50m long and 8,8 m large. Its crew counts
7 to 8 crew members. It boat has a capacity of up to
40 people with 19 exquisite cabins.
There are 8 standard cabins (15-17m2) and 11
main deck cabins (14-17m2). All have double beds
(200x180cm) or twin beds (200x90cm), a shower and
a toilet, built in air-conditioning, a desk and a chair, a
safe, a hairdryer, life jackets, a fire alarm, storage and
220V plugs.
Several triple cabins are available only as standard
cabins. The standard cabins have 2 portholes; 1 in
the cabin and 1 in the bathroom, superior cabins
have 2 windows; 1 in the cabin and 1 porthole in the
bathroom.

The boat has several shared spaces such as a living/
dining room (120m2) with big tables, panoramic
windows, a lounge, a bar and a LCD television. Plus,
an outdoor terrace (90m2) with sofas, armchairs and
tables. The outdoor terrace has its own removable
tarpaulin for windy days. 1 top deck sun terrace
(350m2) with sunbeds, a small pool (4m x 2m) and part
of the terrace is in the shade.
At the back of the boat you will find a platform equipped
with two ladders and two outdoor showers used during
swim stops. The decks have at least 1 public toilet. Wi-Fi
on board is free of charge.

Cab nr
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9

Lower 8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

April 2016
Steel
50,00m
8,80m
2,80m
499.000 kg
2 x 386 HP Scania
3
12 knots
9 knots
10.000 litres
55.000 litres
19/40
7-8

Cabin type
double or twin (entrance from outside)
Double or twin (entrance from outside)
Double or twin (entrance from outside)
Double or twin (entrance from outside)
Double or twin (entrance from outside)
Twin (entrance from inside)
Double or twin (entrance from outside)
Double (entrance from inside)
Twin (entrance from inside)
Double (entrance from inside)
Double (entrance from inside)
double + extra bed
Double + extra bed
Double or twin
Double or twin
Double
Twin
Double
Double
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M/S ATLANTIC 5*

Luxury Boat
Construction year :
Ship’s hull :
Length :
Width :
Operating draught :
Weight :
Motor :
Generators :
Maximum speed :
Cruise speed :
Tank :
Water tank :
Cabins/Maximum capacity :
Crew members :
Deck
Main

The boat is 41m long and 8,00 m large with 6 crew
members. It has a capacity of up to 40 people with 19
exquisite cabins.
There are 8 standard cabins (13-15m2) and 11
main deck cabins (13-16m2). All have double beds
(200x180cm) or twin beds (200x90cm), a shower and
a toilet, built in air-conditioning, a desk and a chair, a
safe, a hairdryer, life jackets, a fire alarm, storage and
220V plugs.
Several triple cabins are available only as standard
cabins. The standard cabins have 2 portholes; 1 in
the cabin and 1 in the bathroom, superior cabins
have 2 windows; 1 in the cabin and 1 porthole in the
bathroom.

The boat has several shared spaces such as a living/
dining room (100m2) with big tables, panoramic
windows, a lounge, a bar and a LCD television. Plus,
an outdoor terrace (70m2) with sofas, armchairs and
tables. The outdoor terrace has its own removable
tarpaulin for windy days. 1 top deck sun terrace
(250m2) with sunbeds, a small pool (4,20m x 2m) and
part of the terrace is in the shade.
At the back of the boat you will find a platform equipped
with two ladders and two outdoor showers used during
swim stops. The decks have at least 1 public toilet. Wi-Fi
on board is free of charge.

Cab nr
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9

Lower 8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

April 2014
Steel
41,00 m
8,00 m
2,60m
430.000 kg
2 x 360 HP Scania
3
12 knots
9 knots
10.000 litres
55.000 litres
19/40
6

Cabin type
TWIN
TWIN
TWIN OR DOUBLE
TWIN OR DOUBLE
TWIN OR DOUBLE
TWIN OR DOUBLE
TWIN OR DOUBLE
TWIN
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE OR TWIN
DOUBLE + EXTRA BED
TWIN
TWIN
DOUBLE + EXTRA BED
DOUBLE OR TWIN
TWIN
TWIN
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OUR OTHER BOATS
M/S SPLENDID 4*+ SUPERIOR

M/S MAMA MARIJA 5*+ DELUXE

M/S KAPETAN BOTA 5* LUXURY

M/S EQUATOR 5* LUXURY
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ZADAR

SALI
VODICE
SIBENIK

KORNATI

ZLARIN
TROGIR

SPLIT
MAKARSKA

BRAC
BOL
HVAR

PUCISCA

VIS
BISEVO

KORCULA
MLJET

OUR ROUTES

ELAPHITI
DUBROVNIK

DEPARTURE FROM DUBROVNIK
M/S ADRIS
Dubrovnik > Elaphite Islands > Mljet > Hvar > Bol > Split > Pucisca > Makarska > Korcula >
Dubrovnik

M/S ATLANTIC
Dubrovnik > Elaphite Islands > Mljet > Hvar > Bol > Split > Pucisca > Makarska > Korcula >
Dubrovnik

M/S SPLENDID (1 WAY CRUISE)
Dubrovnik > Elaphite Islands > Korcula > Hvar > Bol > Split > Pucisca > Makarska > Mljet >
Dubrovnik

M/S MAMA MARIJA (ONE WAY DUBROVNIK – SPLIT)
Dubrovnik > Sipan or Slano > Mljet > Korcula > Vis > Bisevo Blue Cave > Hvar > Bol > Trogir >
Split

DEPARTURE FROM SPLIT
M/S APOLON (SOUTH ROUTE)
Split > Bol > Hvar > Korcula > Dubrovnik > Elaphite Islands > Mljet > Makarska > Pucisca > Split

M/S APOLON (NORTH ROUTE)
Split > Hvar > Vis > Sibenik > Krka > Vodice > Zadar > Sali > Kornati > Zlarin > Trogir

M/S KAPETAN BOTA (1 WAY CRUISE)
Split > Bol > Hvar > Korcula > Dubrovnik > Elaphite Islands > Mljet > Makarska > Pucisca > Split

M/S EQUATOR (1 WAY CRUISE)
Split > Bol > Hvar > Korcula > Dubrovnik > Elaphite Islands > Mljet > Makarska > Pucisca > Split

M/S MAMA MARIJA (ONE WAY SPLIT – DUBROVNIK)
Split > Trogir > Bol > Hvar > Bisevo Blue Cave > Vis > Korcula > Mljet > Sipan > Dubrovnik

DEPARTURE FROM ZADAR TO DUBROVNIK
M/S AVANTURA
Zadar> Biograd na Moru> Krka> Sibenik> Primosten> Trogir> Split> Hvar> Vis> Bisevo Blue
Cave> Korcula> Mljet Natianal park > Dubrovnik> Kotor> Cavtat> Dubrovnik

Elegant cruise
from

SPLIT
MAKARSKA
BRAC
BOL

PUCISCA

HVAR
VIS

KORCULA
MLJET

DUBROVNIK
DUBROVNIK

Day 1: Dubrovnik

Welcome at Dubrovnik airport with a direct
transfer to the Gruz port and boarding. During
the welcoming dinner the clients will have the
opportunity to get to know the captain and his
crew. The ship can be boarded throughout the
day, clients arriving in the morning will only be
able to access their cabins from 1 pm on but can
already drop off their luggage on board. The
anchor will be dropped for the night.
*In case of flight delay, changes can be arranged.

Day 2: Dubrovnik > Mljet

After breakfast, departure for the National Park
in Mljet. Later on, the route will take us through
the beautiful Elaphites Island and stop for a swim
stop. Lunch is served on board. Once the boat
has arrived in Mljet, you will have free time to
explore the National Park and its lakes, Saint
Marie’s isle and its 12th century Benedictine
monastery ( extra entry 15€).Free evening.
Overnight stay in Mljet.

Day 3: Mljet > Hvar

After breakfast we will be on our way for Hvar.
Swim stop near the island Korcula. After lunch
we will stop for another swim stop in a creek.
Hvar is one of Croatia’s most famous islands and
a meeting point of international jet set society.
Our local guides will take you through Hvar to
get to know its culture, history and lifestyle. Free
evening. Overnight stay.
* Arrival time and departure in Hvar depend on port Authorities.
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Day 4: Hvar > Bol > Split

After breakfast we’ll head to Bol known to have
Croatia’s most beautiful beach, Zlatni. We
will stop there for some free time and head to
Split after lunch. The Dalmatian capital, Split, is
Croatia’s second biggest city and over 1 700
years old, the ancient part of town is classified in
the UNESCO heritage list.
The citie’s historical sites such as The St. Dominus
Cathedral are situated in the Diocletian’s Palace.
Apart from history, Split is considered a cultural
centre because of its numerous museums,
churches and archaeological sites. Afternoon
tour through the town and the Diocletian Palace.
Free evening and overnight stay in Split.

Day 5 : Split > Pucišca (Brac) >
Makarska

Departure in the early morning for Brac Island,
swim stop on the way to Pucisca. Pucisca is
the biggest village on the island of brac and is
known for its white stone facades in an authentic
Mediterranean architecture. Pucisca has many
stone quarries, some were even used to build the
White House and Vienne Parliament. The village
owns the only stone sculpture school in Croatia.
Lunch on board and departure for Markaska,
free evening and overnight stay.

8 days / 7 nights
from Dubrovnik to Dubrovnik
departure on Saturday

Day 6: Makarska > Korcula

Early departure to the Island of Korcula.
Swimstop along the way, arrival at Korcula in
the afternoon. Guided tour through the town
in which the famous explorer Marco Polo was
born. Stroll in Korcula’s winding alleys and visit
of the baroque St. Marc Cathedral. Free evening
and overnight stay in Korcula.

Day 7: Korcula > Dubrovnik

After breakfast we will be travelling through Mljet
and Elaphites islands and make a swimstop
along the way plus lunch. Arrival in Dubrovnik
in the afternoon. Guided tour through Dubrovnik
also called the …. And its main attractions.
Public transport will take you to Dubrovnik town
(5min). Free time after the visit to walk along the
city walls or catch a chairlift to the top of the
hill. Return by public transport before 6 pm by
yourselves. Overnight stay in Dubrovnik.

Day 8: Dubrovnik

Breakfast on board. Early flight: transfer to
airport. Late flight: you may choose between free
time and an optional inland tour (charged extra).

Dubrovnik > Elaphite Isle > Mljet > Hvar > Bol > Split > Pucišca > Makarska > Korcula > Dubrovnik

M/S Splendid tour
Day 1 : Dubrovnik
Day 2 : 	Dubrovnik > Elaphite Isle >
Korcula
Day 3 : Korcula > Hvar
Day 4 : Hvar > Bol > Split
Day 5 : Split > Pucisca > Makarska
Day 6 : Makarska > Mljet
Day 7 : Mljet > Dubrovnik
Day 8 : Dubrovnik

INCLUDED
- Round trip flight: only included in the all-in price (flights+ transfer+
cruise)
- Airport - port - Airport transfer (only included for holiday+ flight
prices)
- English speaking cruise director on board
- 6 to 8 crew members
- 8 days/ 7 nights Cruise
- Breakfast buffet and 6 lunch meals as a 3 dish menu + 1 diner
- On our 5* and 5*+ boats: ¼ wine + ½ water + coffee at lunch
- English speaking tour guides in à Korcula, Hvar, Split et Dubrovnik
- Free Wi-Fi on board
NONE INCLUDED
- Port taxes 25€ pp. /per week, paid cash on board
- Entry to National Park in Mljet: ±€15/pp., paid at the entry
- Entry to sites
- Insurance
- Personal expenses and tips
- Dinner and drinks
- Possible extra charge on flights
N.B: The Town visit order may change according to navigation order
but the content stays the same.
Price and availability: Ask us
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Chic cruise
departure from

ZADAR

SALI

SPLIT

VODICE
KORNATI

SIBENIK
ZLARIN
TROGIR

SPLIT

HVAR

North Coast

VIS

Day 1 : Split

Arrival at airport + transfer to the port (Trogir or
Split depending on the week of arrival). Guided
tour through Split city (also depending on light
schedule). The Dalmatian capital, Split, is
Croatia’s second biggest city and over 1 700
years old, the ancient part of town is classified in
the UNESCO...
The cities historical sites such as The St. Dominus
Cathedral are situated in the Diocletian’s Palace.
Apart from history, Split is considered a cultural
centre because of its numerous museums, churches
and archaeological sites. Afternoon tour through
the town and the Diocletian Palace. Welcoming
dinner to introduce the captain and his crew.
Overnight stay in Split.

Day 2 : Split > Hvar > Vis

Morning departure to the island of Hvar. Lunch on
board and arrival in the afternoon. Hvar is one
of Croatia’s most famous islands and a meeting
point of international jet set society. Our local
guides will take you through Hvar to get to know
its culture, history and lifestyle.
Departing to the island of Vis with a swimstop
along the way (if the weather forecast allows it).
Free time in Vis.
The island of Vis is a remote island with interesting
locations such as Komiza and Vis, beautiful
beaches and Pine forests. The fisher’s museum in
Komiza displays traditional wooden boats once
used for fishing. Free evening and overnight stay
in Vis.
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8 days / 7 nights
from Split to Split
departure on Saturday

Day 3 : Vis > Sibenik

Departing for the island of Bisevo in the morning.
Biesovo is 5 nautical miles away from Vis, it’s
known for its Blue Cave; a natural phenomenon
makes it look like the sea is made out of light.
Visit of the Blue Cave. Lunch and departure
to Sibenik. The route is a little longer than the
others but has breath-taking views. Stroll through
Sibenik once we arrive. Sibenik firstly mentioned
in 1006 is Croatia’s oldest town. Sibenik wasn’t
founded by Romans or Greeks but by Croatians.
The most famous building in town is the Saint
Jacob cathedral, most important monument of
the Renaissance in Croatia. Free evening and
overnight stay in Sibnik.

Day 4 : Sibenik > Krka > Vodice >
Zadar

From Sibenik we will navigate towards Krka
River. We will drop the anchor in Skradin near
the famous waterfalls of Krka. Small boats will
take us from the port to the National Park, be
sure to visit “Skradinski Buk” (the transfer and
entry cost around 12-15 euros, paid on spot).
Don’t forget to bring a swim suit as swimming
in the clear.
*Note : depending on sea traffic,the captain
may decide to anchor the boat in Vodice, we’ll
then access the Park by bus.

Day 5 : Zadar > Sali

We will start the day with a visit of Zadar. Our
guide will show you around town to visit the
main attractions ; the Roman Forum, Sveti Donat
church, Sveta Stosija cathedral, the world famous
Sea Organ . Lunch on board and Departure for
Sali where we’ll spend the night. For those who
like small fishing village atmospheres, Sali is the
place to be. It has only 3 restaurants, 4 stores a
hotel, bakery, post office and a municipality; it
still is the islands biggest village. Free evening
and overnight stay.

Day 6 : Sali > Kornati > Zlarin

Sali is the best starting point to visit Kornati’s.
Most of the terrain in the Kornati islands is
karst-limestone with many cliffs, caves and only
a little vegetation, all combined with Croatia’s
beautiful blue sea, the view is breath-taking.
Some rocks are about 160 m high. Several
swimstops are planned on the way along with
a relaxing day and beautiful landscapes. Lunch
and departure for Zlarin where you’ll have the
evening off and overnight stay.

Split > Hvar > Vis > Sibenik > Krka > Vodice > Zadar > Sali > Kornati > Zlarin > Trogir

Day 7 : Zlarin > Trogir

Zlarin Island is situated in Sibeniks archipelago
and separated from the continent by a canal.
Traditionally islander dedicate their time to
farming, fishing, viticulture and diving. Zlarin
has beautiful swim beaches as well as a quite
sand beach (cars are not allowed on the
island). Around noon, we’ll head to Trogir,
the last town of our cruise week. Trogir is a
small town not far from Split, it is known fot
its old town centre and its Roman gate at the

entry of Saint-Ivan cathedral, and a UNESCO
protected attraction. Trogir is partly known for
its lively summer night life. Free evening and
overnight stay in Trogir.

Day 8 : Trogir

Transfer to airport or hotel (if holiday is
extended)

INCLUDED
- Round trip flight: only included in the all-in price (flights+ transfer+
cruise)
- Airport- port- Airport transfer (only included for holiday+ flight
prices)
- English speaking cruise director on board
- 6 to 8 crew members
- 8 days/ 7 night Cruise
- Breakfast buffet, 6 lunch meals as a 3 dish menu + ¼ wine + ½
water + coffee at lunch + 1 diner
- English speaking tour guides in Trogir, Hvar, Split and Zadar
- Free Wi-Fi on board
NONE INCLUDED
- Port taxes 25€ pp. /per week, paid cash on board
- Entry to National Park in Krka: ±12€-15€/pp., paid at the entry
- Entry to sites
- Insurance
- Personal expenses and tips
- Dinner and drinks
- Possible extra charge on flights

N.B.: The Town visit order may change according to
navigation order but the content stays the same
Price and availability: Ask us
Product code: 1772APN
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ADRIATIC DISCOVERY

ZADAR
BIOGRAD NA MORU
VODICE
SIBENIK
TROGIR
SPLIT
PRIMOSTEN

VIS
BISEVO

from ZADAR to

HVAR

Day 1 : Zadar

Welcoming at Zadar airport with a direct
transfer to the port and boarding. Guided tour
around Zadar’s old town and St. Anastasia
cathedral (depending on the flight schedule).
During a welcoming dinner on board you’ll have
the opportunity to get to know the captain and
his crew. The ship can be boarded throughout
the day, the clients arriving in the morning will
only be able to access their cabins from 1 pm
on but can already drop off their luggage on
board. The anchor will be dropped for the night
in Zadar.

Day 2 : Biograd Na Moru > Krka >
Sibenik

After breakfast we’ll be on our way to Biograd
na Moru, what was once a royal Croatian town
is now a tourist centre and a nautical centre in the
heart of the Adriatic Riviera. Stroll through town.
After lunch we’ll head to Krka National Park
famous for its waterfalls. After the visit, departure
for Sibenik, free afternoon and evening there.
Overnight stay.

Day 3 : Sibenik > Primosten > Trogir

After breakfast departure for Trogir. The boat
will stop in Primosten on the way, you’ll have
the opportunity to take a walk around the small
village. Lunch on board. Once we arrive in
Trogir a guided tour awaits you. Trogir is a small
town not far from Split, it is known for its old
town centre, moreover, a UNESCO protected
town. Trogir is considered to be one of the most
interesting places of the Adraitic coast. Free
evening and overnight stay in Trogir.
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One way cruise
11 days / 10 nights
12 days / 11 nights

KORCULA
MLJET

DUBROVNIK
CAVTAT

DUBROVNIK

KOTOR

Day 4 : Trogir > Split

Breakfast and departure for Split, the Dalmatian
capital. Swimstop along the way and lunch.
Split is Croatia’s second biggest city and over
1 700 years old, the ancient part of town is
classified in the UNESCO...
The cities historical sites such as The St. Dominus
Cathedral are situated in the Diocletian’s Palace.
Apart from history, Split is considered a cultural
centre because of its numerous museums,
churches and archaeological sites. Afternoon
tour through the town and the Diocletian Palace.
Free evening and overnight stay in Split.

Day 5 : Split > Hvar > Vis

Breakfast and departure to the island of Hvar.
Lunch on board. Hvar is one of Croatia’s
most famous islands and a meeting point of
international jet set society. Our local guides
will take you through the city to get to know its
culture, history and lifestyle.
Departing for the island of Vis).Free afternoon
and evening in Vis. Overnight stay.

Day 6 : Vis > Bisevo Blue Cave >
Korcula

After breakfast we’ll head to the small island of
Bisevo where we’ll visit the Blue Cave; a natural
phenomenon makes it look like the sea is made
out of light. Visit of the Blue Cave. After lunch,
departure for Korcula. Guided tour through the
town in which the famous explorer Marco Polo
was born. Stroll in Korcula’s winding alleys and
visit of the baroque St. Marc Cathedral. Free
evening and overnight stay in Korcula.

NEW IN 2019

Day 7 : Korcula > Mjlet National Park

After breakfast, departure for Mljet National
Park. Lunch. Once we’re in Mljet you’ll have
free time to explore the National Park and its
beautiful lakes, St. Mary’s isle and its 12th
century Benedictine Monastery (extra entry
charge 15 €). Free evening and overnight stay
in Mljet.

Day 8 : Mljet national park >
Dubrovnik

On our way to Dubrovnik after breakfast.
Lunch will be served along the way. Arrival in
Dubrovnik in the early afternoon. Guided tour
through Dubrovnik, also called the Adriatic Pearl,
and visit of its main attractions. Free evening and
overnight stay in Dubrovnik.

Day 9 : Dubrovnik > Kotor

After breakfast we’ll be on our way and
navigate* through the famous Kotor fjord. Lunch
and arrival in Kotor itself, guided tour through
the town to see the Saint-Tryphon cathedral. Free
evening and overnight stay in Kotor.
*If the weather forecast doesn’t allow us to
navigate, a bus will be available from Dubrovnik.

Zadar > Biograd Na Moru > Krka > Sibenik > Primosten > Trogir > Split > Hvar > Vis > Bisevo Blue Cave > Korcula >
Mljet National Park > Dubrovnik > Kotor > Cavtat > Dubrovnik

Day 10 : Kotor > Cavtat

Breakfast and departure for Cavtat, lovely
seaside resort in the Dubrovnik area. Walk
through the resort.
You may participate in an optional inland tour
(charged extra) in the afternoon. Free evening
and overnight stay in Cavtat.

Day 11 : Cavtat > Dubrovnik
Breakfast and transfer to airport.

Note: Dubrovnik to Zadar, 12 days/ 11
nights +with extra night in Zadar: as the
Program is for 2019, changes could still be
added to the route.
Product code: 1774CRU

INCLUDED
- Round trip flight: only included in the all-in price (flights+ transfer+
cruise)
- Airport- port- Airport transfer (only included for holiday+ flight
prices)
- English speaking cruise director on board
- 6 to 8 crew members
- 11 days/ 10 night Cruise or 12 days/11nights
- Breakfast buffet and 9 or 10 lunch meals as a 3 dish menu + ¼
wine + ½ water + coffee at lunch
- English speaking tour guides in Zadar, Sibenik, Trogir, Split, Hvar,
Korcula, Dubrovnik and Kotor
- Free Wi-Fi on board
NONE INCLUDED
- Port taxes 25€ pp. /per week, paid cash on board
- Entry to National Park in Mljet : 15€/pp., paid at the entry
- Entry to National Park in Krka: ±12€-15€/pp., paid at the entry
- Entry to sites
- Insurance
- Personal expenses and tips
- Dinner and drinks
- Possible extra charge on flights

N.B.: The Town visit order may change according to
navigation order but the content stays the same
Price and availability: Ask us
KOTOR : If the weather forecast doesn’t allow us to navigate, a
bus will be available from Dubrovnik.
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Travel Advisors for more information
and bookings please contact:
Francis Travel Marketing on
p: 09 444 2298 | 0800 422 784
e: reservations@ftmcruise.co.nz
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PLEASE CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL ADVISOR
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND BOOKINGS

